Closing the Loop: Validation of Implantable Cardiac Devices With Computational Heart Models.
Cardiovascular Implantable Electronic Devices (CIEDs) are used extensively for treating life-threatening conditions such as bradycardia, atrioventricular block and heart failure. The complicated heterogeneous physical dynamics of patients provide distinct challenges to device development and validation. We address this problem by proposing a device testing framework within the in-silico closed-loop context of patient physiology. We develop an automated framework to validate CIEDs in closed-loop with a high-level physiologically based computational heart model. The framework includes test generation, execution and evaluation, which automatically guides an integrated stochastic optimization algorithm for exploration of physiological conditions. The results show that using a closed loop device-heart model framework can achieve high system test coverage, while the heart model provides clinically relevant responses. The simulated findings of pacemaker mediated tachycardia risk evaluation agree well with the clinical observations. Furthermore, we illustrate how device programming parameter selection affects the treatment efficacy for specific physiological conditions. This work demonstrates that incorporating model based closed-loop testing of CIEDs into their design provides important indications of safety and efficacy under constrained physiological conditions.